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The Long View
Human unity, human understanding, human relationships, human fair play and the essential
oneness of all men—these are the only concepts upon which to construct the new world, through
which to abolish competition and to bring to an end the exploitation of one section of humanity by
another and the hitherto unfair possession of the earth's wealth. As long as there are extremes of
riches and poverty men are falling short of their high destiny. Problems of Humanity p.83

T

he neighborhood in which I live is
Jacaranda and looking up through the
home to a large number of
violet cloud of its canopy, when I realized
Jacaranda trees. Years ago, I
that this was a part of a multidimensional
became enthralled with how these trees
cycle that has been going on forever. And,
bloom in the spring. In a matter of weeks,
not just in the plant Kingdom, but in all
aspects of the Human Kingdom as well.
they literally explode form a bunch of
relatively bare branches into clouds of
Ever recurring spring—the evidence and
violet blossoms. If we pay attention to the
motion of the eternally turning Spiral of
Plant Kingdom we will see this slowmultidimensional evolution. It’s the
motion explosion occur over and over
superficial one-dimensional linear time
again, not just in the tulips, daffodils,
focus on the material world that blinds us
hyacinths, and gladiolas but in practically
to this comprehension
every living thing in the
of
the
Great
Kingdom from the
Ever recurring spring—the
Unfolding. We have
Giant Sequoias to the
literally had our heads
evidence and motion of the
grasses of the plains.
buried in the ground,
eternally turning Spiral of
Take the high desert
the three dimensions
just east of Los
multidimensional evolution.
of the physical world,
Angeles for example.
and been oblivious to
Overnight it seems, it
the timeless unfolding
turns from a sea of tan
of Cosmic Intent.
and brown into greenish yellow waves of
grasses. These Spring into myriads of
We are fused into the 3D moment, and we
huge pond like appearances of orange
have been oblivious to the explosion of the
poppies, blue and red somethings, and
evolving Plan because we have been
little yellow pools of gold.
unable to encompass anything like a
multidimensional Cosmos or a time span
One day some years later, while observing
greater than a few months, let alone a
the Jacarandas explode, I experienced
couple of thousand years or so in our
another one of those lightening like flashes
vision. Thus many of us cannot see that
that seem to occur in an endless second
we are already rather deeply involved in a
outside of space and time that let me
hugely significant explosive period of the
understand this ever recurring explosion of
unavoidable unfolding of the Creator’s
Spring. I was standing under a huge
Intention.
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This period, which probably began its
only avenue available that would lead to
independence and freedom.
visible dense manifestation in 1215, some
900 years ago, with the signing of the
For the first 500 years or so, the obstacles
Magna Carta, involves an expansion of
to the expansion of consciousness-consciousness for Humanity unparalleled
enormous,
deeply
entrenched
in all of our previous History. With brief
thoughtforms of ancient evil design-interludes called peace, here and there,
required much inner building to create a
the Planet has been primarily a huge
center powerful enough to begin to
battlefield on which various self-appointed
manifest the new Ideas. However, the
members of the then 1%ers, who in those
manifestation process has been greatly
earlier centuries called themselves
accelerating for the past few
Royalty, engaged in ego
hundred years. As Master M
driven Wars with one another,
has
indicated,
Consciousness
using
the
masses
of
“Consciousness
grows
expands through
peasants, who were no more
by synthesis; it cannot move
a process of
than property, to do the actual
forward in a narrow manner.
fighting and dying. Thus did
synthesis which
Advancement
of
the
we unwittingly implement the
creates greater
consciousness will proceed
plan of the retrogressors.
and greater
from
the
center
The inevitable effects of these
encompassing
successive
areas of Unity
constant wars where the
circles
of
new
within Humanity.
people suffered and died, and
understanding.” Aum #88
the royalty lived in relative
Consciousness
expands
luxury, generated a steady if not very
through a process of synthesis which
evident, increase in the awareness of
creates greater and greater areas of Unity
within Humanity.
people about the concepts of liberty and
freedom. Spring is ever recurring, and as
Although there is no specific data as to
consciousness gradually expanded, these
when it happened, I suspect that the
Ideas gained in power. More and more
appearance on our Planet of the Avatar of
people were able to see the wars and the
Synthesis had/has a lot to do with this
class systems that supported and
acceleration. “The energy of Synthesis is a
generated them as aberrations in
new energy, a new force, and a new
opposition to freedom and liberty.
substance. Its Purpose is the building of a
Thus, the continuing expansion of
new civilization which will carry the
consciousness, through larger and larger
Evolutionary Plan for humanity into
numbers of human beings unavoidably led
manifestation.” Ashramic Projections P 173
to revolutions and wars. However, these
Master R sums up the effect of the
wars were not being waged for ego
synthesis energy this way: “Conflict in the
satisfaction and “spoils”. They were the
extreme, followed by quick evolutionary
change will manifest wherever the
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Retrogressors to generate it, we have
avoided another world conflict on the
dense physical plane.

Synthesis energy is applied.” Ashramic
Projections P. 174

It seems likely that many of the events of
the past 150 years or so are examples of
the application of the synthesis energy.
Take for example the wars that have
consumed our lives during this brief
period: The U.S. Civil War, 4 years
700,000 to 900,000 dead Wikipedia;
WW1,
4
years--16,000,000
dead
Wikipedia; WW2, 6 years --73,000,000
dead.

It is true that Humanity is today involved in
a final war with the Retrogressors. These
battles are pretty much confined to the
emotional and lower mental planes, and
although they still generate a terrible level
of planetary suffering, they have been
largely kept off the dense physical plane.
We will of course win these wars. This is
evolutionally unavoidable. “From the
beginning the dark ones struggled. From
the beginning we conquered.” The Call #231

The Civil War eliminated Slavery from our
Constitution. The huge
cost of the sorrow,
For those conflicted
The Path forward cannot be
pain, and loss of both
with the “head in the
life and infrastructure
traversed through war. War
sand” condition, the
from the world wars of
leads unavoidably to a dead world situation seems
th
century
the
19
very bleak. However, it
end for Humanity
generated a great
is clear from the long
synthesis
in
the
view that Humanity is
nations of the world resulting in the United
being steadily triumphant in this War of
Nations. The creation of the UN was a
mind and Heart. In spite of certain levels of
huge evolutionary leap.
what might be called “back sliding” and the
efforts of the Retrogressors to block and
Also, these wars generated a huge
hinder the United Nations from becoming
expansion of human consciousness that
a source of sane solutions to world
revealed the fact of the One Humanity, for
problems,
the
synthesis
energy
no one was untouched by the awful
empowered
by
the
growing
conscious
consequences of the insanity we call war.
awareness of the One Humanity has
Perhaps the most significant “evolutionary
continued to grow among the peoples of
change” which these wars (with the
the world.
Korean and Vietnam wars as little
Blocking and hindering on physical,
reminders) have taught us is that the Path
emotional, and lower mental level is all that
forward cannot be traversed through war.
the Retrogressive forces are able to do.
War leads unavoidably to a dead end for
They do not have the collective power to
Humanity. This lesson, it seems to me has
actually stop the Unfolding. Every negative
been learned by huge numbers of
and hateful action, they generate, every
enlightened humanity, and to this day, in
sad situation such as the presence of
spite of an unending effort by the
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kindness, genteelness, beauty, and the
courage of humans like Malala Yousafzai,
and the qualities of people of all races,
sexes, ages, and cultures. I saw a 5-yearold boy conduct Beethoven. Like 4 million
others, I watched a beautiful Russian
woman play the Jaw Harp. And somehow
after a few minutes or so I always come
away with a deeper realization of that
interlocking quality which makes us all
human and all one, the awareness of the
presence of what is call Soul.

millions of suffering “refugees” only serves
to further the realization among Humanity
that those are our children, those are our
sisters, brothers, wives, husbands,
mothers and fathers dying of starvation
and brutality.

The Heart is moved to action.
These evolutionary changes being
generated
through
synthetic
understanding are evident in the
expansion of inclusiveness and actual
appreciation and celebration of human
diversity in terms of race, sex, and cultural
differences. All of these former sources of
polarization
and
competition
are
continuing to be synthesized into a
celebration of the One Humanity. The
synthesis energy produces trough the
absorption of the negative ancient driving
forces from the unconscious—the inborn
needs of competition, to be better than—
and the positive energies of right human
relations to a kind of recognition and
awareness which demonstrates through
attitudes and behaviors of Kindness and
the celebration of, rather than fear of,
differences.

Beneath the eons of layers of matter, we
have discovered, and are learning to
identify with, “The Soul, the form-building
principle, producing attraction and
cohesion… the soul or qualifying principle,
the builder of the forms.” A Treatise On
White3 Magic P 333,4 Well, as I said, we are
already rather deeply involved in a hugely
significant explosive period of the
unavoidable unfolding of the Creator’s
Intention. It is good to be aware of what is
going on. When we are conscious, we can
enjoy the trip. When there is nothing left to
transmute and nothing left to transform, we
are transfigured, or to make it really
simple, we know who we are.

We are at long last, as a people, learning
to love one another rather than to fear
each other as potential enemies. These
realities are appearing in what we call
social media. Social media like Facebook
is a huge synthesizing energy field
which brings together polarities of many
points of view.

Tom Carney
July, 2016

Humanity appears on Face Book. We see
and hear incredible performances by
people from every corner of the globe. We
are made aware of the humanness and
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